Story
DG Sport is a Belgian company, designing services and expertise in
events and motor sports marketing. Since 1999, we have always been
driven by this motto: “Passion in motion”.
The company has constantly been evolving in order to satisfy our
delighted customers: motorcycling, classic and modern car events,
rally, and much more, both in Belgium and abroad.
We are highly skilled in events organisation, public relations,
competition, networking, hospitality, media deals…always willing
to coach and to develop best brands.
DG Sport benefits from a very strategic position in the heart of
Europe, with its HQ located close to Spa-Francorchamps, a short
distance from France, Germany, The Netherlands and Luxembourg.

Clip: https://vimeo.com/146609252

Vision

By creating events and experiential marketing, DG Sport aims at
establishing meaningful relationships between brands & people.
Whether it is sponsorship, motor sport content creation, partnerships,
live brands experiences, DG Sport recommends pioneering engagement
solutions to ensure dialogue and conversation between communities and
brand’s - current & future – fans.

Philosophy

For anyone working at DG Sport, in any project we are involved in, it is all
about Passion. This is the one word that we trust in.
And once it goes about something you love, it always drives you further on.
We are constantly on the move, driven by our passion.

Skills

> Sport & entertainment consulting
> Sponsorship consulting
> Public relations
> Live events & stunts
> Ambassadors & celebrities networking
> Incentives organisation
> Hospitality management
> Brand strategy, ideas & creativity

Events
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Motorcycles

Fun on track!
Nowadays, riders do not want to ride their bike and push it to the limit on
the road. And they are right.
The Bikers’Days are the best place to have fun on the track. Come with
your bike and enjoy it for a great day. Every year, DG Sport tours the
most beautiful tracks around Europe to offer the best conditions for over
30 Bikers’Days. DG Sport is proud to have more than 17 years of experience
in this field.

> 50 days / year
> 10.000 subscriptions / year
> 200 - 300 pilots / week end
> Friendly competition
> Security, service & transport
> 10 prestigious european tracks
Site Web: www.bikersdays.com

The Spa Francorchamps Experience
The Bikers’School is a team of experienced and professional riders, ready
to come up to your expectations.
During the Bikers’Days, the school welcomes the ones who want to become
better riders. They are also at your disposal to organise any kind of incentive
on the track of Spa-Francorchamps for an unforgettable duo track session.

> A mix of theory and circuit sessions
> 4 sessions of 25 minutes
> 10 days / year

Site Web: www.bikerschool.be - Clip: https://vimeo.com/130209496

Since

The biggest European gathering of champions and vintage motorcycles!
The Bikers’Classics were born in 2002 from this keen interest for the epic
stories of the GP pilots and their machine.
Parades, exhibitions, concerts, signing session, sidecar, pitwalk,
Lifestyle Village dedicated to “Café Racer”, races and presence of
great champions … the whole thing night & day!
The Bikers’Classics also welcome the 2 nd round of the European Classic
Series. Anyone going to a 1 st Bikers’Classics experience will understand
why 40.000 thousands people meet in Spa-Francorchamps every
1 st weekend of July.

> Over 1.000 participants from all over Europe
> 40.000 spectators
> 145 accredited journalists

Site Web: www.bikersclassics.be - Clip: https://vimeo.com/106904555

Classic endurance races
on the most beautiful tracks in Europe
The European Classic Series is a championship entirely organised and
promoted by DG Sport. It consists on a selection of endurance races on
different tracks such as Paul Ricard, Spa-Francorchamps, Aragon, Imola
and Nürburgring.

> Promoter of the European Vintage UEM Cup
> 3 - 4 motorcycle races / year
> 200 pilots

Site Web: www.europeanclassicseries.eu

AVEC

Endurance race at the legendary Spa-Francorchamps
for modern motorcycles.
Year after year, this event has been positioning itself as the one endurance
motorcycling race in Belgium. The 6H Moto are hold on the most beautiful
in the world, Spa-Francorchamps, and welcome every time more teams as
well as more spectators. Full Power, pure pleasure.
The 6H Moto are also a great opportunity to invite customers, prospects,
employees, to plunge into the wonderful world of motorcycle racing for a
weekend full of unforgettable emotions.
Duo ride, VIP Loge (catering) and much more.

> 70 teams of 2 or 3 pilots
> More than 5.000 spectators
> Pilots from France, Belgium and The Netherlands

Site Web: www.6heuresmoto.com - Clip: https://vimeo.com/106926946

Cars

The unmissable rally event in Belgium!
Aside from being the Authenti’City, Spa is the one place for motor sports
in Belgium. And not only because it is a stone’s throw from the track of
Spa-Francorchamps. Keen on maintaining the tradition, DG Sport is very
proud to be the organizer of this wonderful event. The race stands in the
Belgian Rally Championship while it also has 2 categories for Historical
Classic Vehicles and Sports Regularity Historical Vehicles.
With its legendary roads, our goal is to make it one of the most beautiful
and exciting rally in Belgium and Europe.

> 50.000 spectators
> Presence of famous drivers such as Freddy Loix,
> François Duval, Thierry Neuville, Marc Duez…
> 200 cars: 100 modern / 50 VHC / 50 VHRS

Site Web: www.sparally.com - Clip: https://vimeo.com/160607991

A 100% italian day!
For the motor sports lovers that we are at DG Sport, Italy comes along many
cars and motorcycles brands. But Italy also sounds like a whole heritage
in itself: the Dolce Vita.
Every year, DG Sport celebrates the whole of Italy in Spa-Francorchamps.
On top of a feast for Italian cars and motorcycles, the Italian way of life is
honoured on the track of Spa-Francorchamps: Classic and modern cars,
track sessions, exhibitions, meetings, parades, animations, etc.
SpaItalia is the one place and gathering in Belgium and North Europe for
the ones who live their life as follow: “Passione Alta Velocità”.

Site Web: www.spaitalia.be - Clip: https://vimeo.com/107893986

Le Tour de Belgique, the greatest historic rally of Belgium
DG Sport revived the Tour de Belgique in 2012, in its former version only
dedicated to classic cars. It is a regularity rally and it has about a hundred
cars every year. Drivers and co-drivers who take part to the event always
greet the wonderfulness, the quality as well as the sportsmanship of the
rally. Since 2014, the Criterium of the Tour de Belgique has been designed
on order to meet Gentleman Drivers’ expectations.

> A test of regularity for classic cars
> More than 100 cars
> Circuits of Spa-Francorchamps - Zolder - Mettet - Mariembourg
> 1.000 km throughout Belgium

Site Web: www.tourdebelgique.com - Clip: https://vimeo.com/106904551

A truly « New Tech » event!
In 2014, DG Sport innovates by doubling the historic rally of a component
for modern cars: le Tour de Belgique “New Energy”, an eco-marathon for
hybrid, electric or CNG.
After two editions where modern vehicles were exclusively represented
by these “new energy” vehicles, DG Sport is changing the concept of the
Tour de Belgique who becomes “New techonology”: all the most modern
cars with new technologies making them cleaner and more energy efficient
are represented.
The Tour of Belgium strives to become both an unparalleled battle for
vehicles that can testify to the wealth of automotive yesterday...
As a showcase for the cars of tomorrow.
The event is officially supported by FEBIAC and RACB.

Site Web: www.tourdebelgiquenewtechnology.com - Clip: https://vimeo.com/148485018

R A L LY E

An entity within DG Sport, fully dedicated to the rally world.
Since 2013, DG Sport Competition is active at all levels of motorsport. The
company offers its services in the field of competitions, tuning and the
rental of racing cars.
In 2005, for its first year in World Rally Championship, DG Sport Competition
has conquered its first world title. Indeed Quentin Gilbert and Renaud
Jamoul took the crown in JWRC (Junior World Rally Championship) and WRC3.
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2015

WINNER

2015
TOP TEAM

WINNER

2015

Site Web: www.dgsportcompetition.com - Clip: https://vimeo.com/117370532

CIRCUIT

Another year, another activity and another win!
In 2016, DG Sport Competition diversified its activities on the sport scene
by participating in TCR Benelux and European championship.
On the Opel Astra TCR, Pierre Yves Corthals and Frederic Caprasse realized
a beautiful season solved by the European title!
Gold and silver medals: what a splendid work for DG Sport Competition,
Opel Team Belgium and the Kissling team!

Site Web: www.dgsportcompetition.com - Clip: https://vimeo.com/182667853

Corporate

Event organisation from A to Z
A great experience and
a lot of collaboration
with different brands
> Production
> Promotion and marketing (website, flyers,…)
> Communication and multilingual secretariat (FR-NL-GB-D-I)
> Handling of registration, questions and confirmations
> Merchandising and hospitality
> Feedback
> Photos and videos (social media)
> Reporting

Organiser of tailor-made incentives for enterprises
You want…
> Reward your best sellers, distributors and/or customers
> Convince your customers by organizing an open day
> Organise a corporate outing or a quality team building
> Offer staff members and their families an unforgettable day
> in an out of the ordinary place ...

Depending on your goals and your budget, DG Sport will work with you to
organise your event. We’ll handle the complete management from A to Z
and the supervision of the event in a professional and effective manner.

Client: Yamaha Motor Europe
Project: Yamaha R1M
Briefing: The Yamaha YZF-R1M has been released to
a limited edition of a few hundred bikes of exception.
Yamaha Motor Europe wanted to grant new owner of the
R1M with a one in a lifetime experience on track.
Clip: https://vimeo.com/136488638

Client: Ducati Motor Holding
Project: Ducati Panigale Experience
Briefing: Ducati and Bikers’Days offer special test rides
on the queen of racing bikes, the 1199 Panigale, in its
natural habitat: the racetrack.

Clip: https://vimeo.com/106934623

Client: Honda Motor Europe
Project: Honda Type R Spa
Briefing: Honda Motor Europe wanted to make a
special happening related to the long awaited Honda
Civic Type R Concept Car. The company gave a lucky
200 Civic Type R owners across Europe an exclusive
chance of a lifetime by hosting a ViP World Touring Car
Championship weekend at Spa-Francorchamps.

Client: RACB
Project: RACB Nationnal Team

Clip: https://vimeo.com/111281726

The concept of “RACB NATIONAL TEAM” was born
in 2008. This project aimed to revive the epic of the
National Belgian team that had a great success in the
50s & 60s. The purpose of this structure is to bring
together the best Belgian pilots challengers, and
develop these young talents so they can grow and shine
on the international stage.

Client: Peugeot Belgium Luxembourg
Project: Peugeot 208 Rally Trophy
Briefing: Rally is a very important development
channel in motor sports for Peugeot. The brand
designed the Peugeot 208 R2, which is a successful
model amongst rally drivers. In order to encourage
pilots to drive this model, Peugeot wanted to organise
a championship only dedicated to this car model.

Client: Fiat Italie
Project: FIAT Professional On Tour
FIAT professional was our partner during 3 years.
Thanks to our advices and proposals, they develop a
new concept: “motorcycle options” sold in its original
installation.
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